Education and
Recreation Center

hope begins here.

Education and Recreation Center
You can help youth like Jonathon: He burst out of his classroom at Gerber
School and ran down the narrow hallway, yelling and cursing. Because of a history of
abuse, Jonathon* can’t always control the rush of negative thoughts going through his
mind. Today that trauma manifests itself with a seemingly uncontrollable outburst.
A teacher’s aide follows Jonathon, gently trying to calm him, but his anger escalates
and his shouts echo through the small building. Soon other students react and staff
must take time from their educational lesson to work with students on therapy
methods to refocus their behaviors. Eventually students, including Jonathon, are
able to calm down. But the learning has been interrupted and the time has been lost.
Youth at Cunningham have difficulty regulating their emotions and controlling their
behaviors because of the traumatic experiences from their past. Small changes in their
environment can provoke flashbacks and a feeling of being unsafe that results in anger,
anxiety, or fear.

The NEW Education and Recreation Center (ERC): Cunningham’s ERC has been designed specifically for
the special needs of kids like Jonathon. There is ample space to work in groups or individually. There are sensory rooms
with equipment to help teach self-regulation and build motor skills. The acoustics, lighting, and furnishings in the ERC will
		
			
be selected to meet the kids’ special needs. Cunningham’s educational, recreational, and
therapeutic programs will be under one roof so teachers, therapists, and other staff
can work more closely together on each student’s individual needs.
Cunningham Children’s Home has a proud 122-year history of
helping children in the darkest of situations rise up to live a healthy,
meaningful, and successful life. Even with aging and inadequate
facilities, progress is witnessed each and every day. Just imagine
the impact the new Education and Recreation Center will have on
the future of kids at Cunningham today.
*All stories are real, however, names are changed and
photos selected to protect the privacy of our youth.
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Education and Recreation Center
In 1895, Judge Joseph and Mary Cunningham deeded their home and 15 acres to the Women
of the Methodist Episcopal Church, now the United Methodist Women. Their country home was
given with the understanding that it would provide a safe and nurturing environment for children in
need. At the time Judge Cunningham wrote in his personal journal: “May God’s blessing go with
this gift, and may it be the means of doing much good.”
In the beginning, and for many years to follow, Cunningham served as a safe and stable home for children who had lost
their parents or whose parents could not care for them. But as needs of children changed with time, Cunningham
broadened its mission to serve the needs of children with emotional, behavioral, and special educational needs.

The Residential School:

Today Cunningham Children’s Home provides a home and education for 60 youth living
in the Residential Treatment Center. While at Cunningham these young people, typically between the ages of 9 and 17,
attend the Residential School located on the Urbana campus. Classes in the school are, by design, small and have a high
teacher-to-student ratio to meet the individual attention required of each student. Each class of 6 to 8 students is taught by
an accredited special education teacher and two teaching assistants. But the school building was built over 35 years ago,
long before current education methods and advanced technologies for special education were available.

The Therapeutic Day School:

By the early 1990’s a new, critical need emerged; that of children with special
education needs similar to those at Cunningham Children’s Home but not requiring residential treatment. These children
were enrolled in public schools, but because of their severe disabilities, they were not able to learn and be successful in
that environment.
In response, the Cunningham Board of Directors established a Therapeutic Day School that would meet the educational
and behavioral challenges of students living at home or in foster care. The Day School proved to be the specialized
environment of unconditional acceptance, respect and nurturing that parents had been searching for. Today nearly 60
students travel each day to attend the Day School.
To quickly meet the urgent need, the Day School was housed in existing buildings on campus, intended to be temporary.
Two of the structures are former residential homes converted into classrooms. A third building is a prefabricated modular
unit that was moved on campus to provide additional classroom space. Like the Residential School, none of these buildings
were designed to meet the special educational and therapeutic needs of the students.
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The Recreation Building: Located between the Residential School and the
Day School is the recreation building, used by students in both schools. The facility
includes a small gymnasium, an art room, a music room, and an outdoor swimming
pool. This building, like the others, was not built with the needs of special
education and therapy in mind. The acoustics and lighting are inadequate and
temperature control is outdated, causing the building to be too hot in the
summer and too cold in the winter, all of which limit its use. Additionally,
during heavy rains the building is prone to flooding and requires sandbagging
to keep the space safe and functional.

The best care and education:

Through the programs and services at
Cunningham, youth experience life changing opportunities which help them
develop the learning and coping skills they need to complete high school and become
successful in our communities.
The children living at Cunningham Children’s Home or attending the Day School do
so because they have critical special educational needs. They deserve more than
the inadequate and aging facilities currently available. They are worthy of the
best care and best education in the most up-to-date and safe learning
environment available.
Cunningham Children’s Home is currently raising $8.5 million in private
support toward construction of the Education and Recreation Center.
Thank you for reviewing the details of the facility and considering how you
can help make this critical new school a reality for the kids at Cunningham.
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Overall Site and Floor Plan
The ERC has been part of the Master Plan for Cunningham Children’s Home since 2001. The 50,000 square foot facility will
be located on the north side of campus along Country Club Road in Urbana. It will include our Residential School, Day
School, Recreation facility, the Lou and Mary Henson Gymnasium, kitchen, and cafeteria.
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Day School
Students who attend the Day School live with their families in surrounding
communities. They have unique behavioral and emotional challenges
which have prevented them from being successful in a public school
environment. Our therapeutic education model identifies the individual
needs and strengths of each student and builds on those strengths, both
academically and behaviorally.
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Day School
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Residential School
Bethany* is a 12-year-old girl on the autism spectrum who is keenly aware
of everything in her environment. A student at Cunningham’s Residential
School, she’s often attracted to books and supplies meant for other
students and will try to scoop them up. She has a lot of trouble
filtering out sights and sounds around her. When Bethany hears
another student talking, she’s likely to repeat what’s being said over
and over again. And when a peer has a behavior problem, she’s quickly
drawn into that behavior, which takes away from her learning and the
learning of those around her.
To block out distractions, Bethany sometimes uses noise-canceling
headphones. When that accommodation doesn’t work, her teachers seat her
in the hallway with a classroom aide.
At the Residential School, staff members face challenges like these every day.
Working in small classrooms with students as much as four years apart in age and with vastly different needs, a teacher may
have to accommodate kids with academic levels that range from kindergarten to high school. Three or more different
activities may be going on at one time.
The ERC is designed to provide a more therapeutic environment for kids like Bethany. The classrooms are larger and more
acoustically sensitive. There is a wider variety of learning spaces available for those students who need a quiet place to calm
down and work. Ready access to sensory rooms, the gymnasium, and the cafeteria increase staff’s flexibility in working with
our kids. And each classroom has storage space to keep students focused and away from materials they’re not using.
*All stories are real, however, names are changed and photos selected to protect the privacy of our youth.
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Residential School
The Residential School provides special education services for youth in our
residential treatment programs. Highly-skilled special education teachers and
teaching assistants work as a team with residential program therapists and
staff to coordinate educational support for our kids.
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Residential School
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ERC Shared Spaces
The ERC brings our schools, gym, cafeteria, and therapy rooms into one building which allows teachers from the Day School
and the Residential School the opportunity to interact, collaborate, and learn from each other. The design of the facility
allows for more efficient use of space and resources.
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Recreation Center
The Recreation Center will enhance physical health and emotional
well-being. This facility will be a space where creativity and self-expression
are encouraged. It will include the Lou and Mary Henson Gymnasium
that can be used for sports competitions, concerts, plays, and all-school
meetings. The structure will also include a fitness room and rooms for
art and music therapy.
Legendary Fighting Illini basketball coach, Lou Henson, and his wife,
Mary, have supported the ERC project from the beginning.
When asked why they believe in the project, Coach Henson said, “The
young people at Cunningham need and deserve our love and support.
This project is about the futures of these children. That’s why it is important
to Mary and me. Please join us and show these kids their lives matter. If
we don’t, who will?”

“...Please join
us and show
these kids their
lives matter...”
Former University of Illinois
Basketball Coach Lou Henson
Photo courtesy of Andres Leighton
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Recreation Center
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Kitchen and Cafeteria
“Wait up, you guys!”
Jana was having a hard time catching up to the other kids from Girls’ Group Home. Out of breath and light-headed, she
pushed herself to pick up her pace and join her housemates for a quick lunch at Spalding Hall.
Maintaining a healthy weight has been difficult for Jana for several years. Abuse in
early childhood left her with low self esteem and an overpowering sense of shame.
She tries to soothe herself with binge-eating and sugary snacks. It doesn’t
help that her prescribed medications have a side effect of weight gain
and excessive thirst.
Cunningham’s kitchen staff knows that nutrition and hydration are
essential components of any therapeutic plan for a traumatized youth.
Whether it’s reaching a target weight, stabilizing blood sugar, protecting
against allergic reactions, or preventing dehydration, each child receives
meals and snacks tailored to his or her specific treatment goals. For
some kids, it means getting three healthy meals a day for the first time
in their lives.
“We work hard to make sure we serve meals that are nutritious and
balanced,” says Linda, Cunningham’s Supervisor of Food Service. “At the same
time, we want our kids to enjoy their food and be willing to try new things.” That’s a
daunting task. In 2016, the staff prepared 121,745 meals and served more than 2,500
gallons of milk. And that doesn’t include snacks.
With the help of Cunningham’s cooks and her counselors, Jana is getting the support and encouragement she needs to
improve her diet and get regular exercise. She’s starting to feel better about herself and has joined the volleyball team.
We look forward to seeing her continue to blossom in the new ERC!
*All stories are real, however, names are changed and photos selected to protect the privacy of our youth.
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Kitchen and Cafeteria
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Education and Recreation Center
At Cunningham Children’s Home we give youth the individual care
they need to heal and become whole. But much depends on their
ability to accept what we offer.
Marlin Livingston, MSW, President and CEO of Cunningham Children’s
Home, explains, “When children come to Cunningham they are cynical
and trust no one. They believe they are to blame for the abuse, neglect,
and rejection they have experienced. They are convinced they are bad.
Our dedicated and experienced staff patiently and consistently goes
about reversing this belief.

“...When
they see that
we are sincerely
making a personal
investment in their
well-being, they
open up and the
healing can begin...”

“Our staff members work not just to simply change kids’ behavior but to
change their thinking by building them up. We are here to help them gain 					
Cunningham President
something. They have already lost everything. They have nothing more to lose.
and CEO Marlin Livingston

“From their arrival on campus, kids are
welcomed with unconditional acceptance.
We provide kids with lots of opportunities to make mistakes because that’s where
real learning begins.
“When they see that we are sincerely making a personal investment in
their well-being, they open up and the healing can begin. These kids are so
eager for acceptance, understanding, safety, and comfort; it is always amazing
how quickly children change once they believe they belong.
That’s when hope really begins.”
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Education and Recreation Center
The total cost of the ERC is $14 million. Of that, $8.5 million will be raised through private support. Cunningham
will break ground in 2017, with plans to start school in the new building in the fall of 2018. Fundraising will continue
until our goal is met.

Hope begins with you: Your support will open a world of unimagined possibilities for these children. Your
participation will give them hope for a meaningful and productive life. And your life will be forever transformed
because you impacted the life of a child. What better return could you possibly imagine?

Ways to give: Please help us reach our campaign goal.
Multi-Year Pledge
		
IRA Direct Giving
		
Estate Planning
		
Personal or Corporate Gift
		

Complete the Pledge Form with the total amount of your gift, the contribution
schedule, and the number of years you would like to make payments.
Consult your financial advisor to make a direct charitable contribution from
your Individual Retirement Account.
Use the Bequest Intention Form to let us know how much you intend to give
and how the designation will be made.
Complete the Pledge Form with the total amount of your gift and indicate
that it is a one-time gift.

Make your gift today: For more information about making a contribution to the ERC, contact:
Tim Manard
Development Officer
217.337.9071
tmanard@cunninghamhome.org

or

Sharla Jolly
Director of Advancement
217.337.9073
sjolly@cunninghamhome.org

hope begins here.
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